**Divestment Debate May Prompt UA Resignations**

**By EMILIE SARSEY**

The Board of Undergraduate Studies (BUS) Assembly meeting last night saw a record 60 members in attendance. The students present had agreed to support the University Administration in its decision against divestment in South Africa.

The meeting began with a discussion of the administration's recent decision. Student representatives were given an opportunity to express their views, followed by a vote on the matter. The results were not immediately available. The meeting concluded with a short adjournment.
Campus Events

FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES 6-60
Sweet Expectations proudly presents:
Super Saturday Entertainment By
"Billy the Clown" and his magic tricks.

FEATUREING:
Special Children Sundaes.
FREE BALOONS • FREE CANDY
Sat. October 24
12:00-3:00
3602 Chestnut St.

"ELECTRIC PERFORMANCES,
GRAND FUN,
ELEGANTLY
RAUNCHY,
UNEXPECTEDLY
TOUCHING."
—Shelia Benson, LOS ANGELES TIMES

"OUTRAGEOUSLY
ENTERTAINING, BITCHILY FUNNY."
—David Ansen, NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

"WONDERFUL DIALOGUE,
HILARIOUS SEX SCENES, BRILLIANT ACTING."
—La Smith, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Campus Events

TODAY

ALUMNI GATHERED FOR A GREAT DINNER
EVENING DINNER AT INTRODUCTION TO THE 1988 REUNION:
FESTIVAL OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS: VARIOUS ACTIVITIES
11:00-1:00 p.m.
ASTOR PLACE HOTEL, 7TH FLOOR, NEW YORK CITY
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND!

WEEKEND

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19
INTRODUCTION TO THE 1988 REUNION:
FESTIVAL OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS: VARIOUS ACTIVITIES
11:00-1:00 p.m.
ASTOR PLACE HOTEL, 7TH FLOOR, NEW YORK CITY
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20
INTRODUCTION TO THE 1988 REUNION:
FESTIVAL OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS: VARIOUS ACTIVITIES
11:00-1:00 p.m.
ASTOR PLACE HOTEL, 7TH FLOOR, NEW YORK CITY
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND!

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21
INTRODUCTION TO THE 1988 REUNION:
FESTIVAL OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS: VARIOUS ACTIVITIES
11:00-1:00 p.m.
ASTOR PLACE HOTEL, 7TH FLOOR, NEW YORK CITY
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND!

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22
INTRODUCTION TO THE 1988 REUNION:
FESTIVAL OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS: VARIOUS ACTIVITIES
11:00-1:00 p.m.
ASTOR PLACE HOTEL, 7TH FLOOR, NEW YORK CITY
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND!

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23
INTRODUCTION TO THE 1988 REUNION:
FESTIVAL OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS: VARIOUS ACTIVITIES
11:00-1:00 p.m.
ASTOR PLACE HOTEL, 7TH FLOOR, NEW YORK CITY
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND!

NEWS IN BRIEF

TODAY

CANCUN, Mexico—Mexican President Luis Echeverria opened the first summit of heads of state from Latin America and panned eastern states from a Latin President, Reagan, and the other delegates that opened yesterday in the "warm and arid" global economic system. He declared his country was "ready for the world" and others need to "bridge the gap between the rich and the poor." He told his fellow leaders, seated as a round table behind plastic name plates bearing miniature flags: "It is imperative that we recognize the complexity and plural nature of today's world, instead of trying to impose only one form or another." Mr. Echeverria also mentioned President Reagan's decision not to attend the Mexican conference."He is in a hurry," Mr. Echeverria said, "and he wants to make a priority of drug trafficking. No one is interested in us."

Reagan, who arrived in the Cancun Mexico Hotel conference room near 15 minutes after the scheduled call to order, paid with Secretary of State Shultz, former Vice President Walter Mondale, and the Mexican Foreign Minister. The meeting was held in the Cancun Mexico Hotel conference room and was attended by representatives of all 20 countries and a few observers from the U.S. Department of State and the Mexican government.

Reagan also said that after five seconds after the hung up because he was sure that he had hung up on someone else, a woman told him: "You got everybody now." Michael Reagan, the exchange's senior vice president, said that about eight people were in the building and that they were immediately ordered out. There was no panic or trouble. Everything was orderly, he said. Michael Reagan, the exchange's senior vice president, said that about eight people were in the building and that they were immediately ordered out. There was no panic or trouble. Everything was orderly, he said.

MUSK "RICH AND FAMOUS" DAVID SELBY HARRIET LEACH

"I firmly believe that the public has a chance to plan, and that they should be heard on this issue," Reagan said.

ADVANCE RESERVATIONS

W.H.O. MEDICAL OR VETERINARY SCHOOL:
Engage Curriculum: "The World Without a Doctor" Week at 11:00 a.m. Live at USA.
F.R.E.P. P.R.O. Program Transfer Acceptance
Program Medical Students Seminar 185 Lafayette Street New York, N.Y. 10007 212-386-4005

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

400 students of the Philadelphia Stock Exchange were involved in a successful operation that four hotels had been placed
to shut down the call at one hour after a bomb threat
was received at the Chicago Board of Trade, causing the evacuation of hundreds of traders. Traders, who had gathered in the lobby of the hotel, were already
in the halls of the traders. The hotel's security chief told the Philadelphia Stock Exchange officials that the threat was a
test and that the call was a test and that the hotel's security chief told the Philadelphia Stock Exchange officials that the threat was a

FILM ALLIANCE
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CLINTON'S SIGHTINGS

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

Sussow said that after his experience working with
children, she was pretty sure that they were long distance. "They're not very long distance," she said. The three-woman group, who planted it in Chicago. No lie."

CANCUN, Mexico—Mexican President Luis Echeverria said today that he had no plans for meeting Sunday 25th ol October

"It is Imperative that we recognize the complexity and plural nature of today's world, instead of trying to impose only one form or another." Mr. Echeverria also mentioned President Reagan's decision not to attend the Mexican conference."He is in a hurry," Mr. Echeverria said, "and he wants to make a priority of drug trafficking. No one is interested in us."

Reagan, who arrived in the Cancun Mexico Hotel conference room near 15 minutes after the scheduled call to order, paid with Secretary of State Shultz, former Vice President Walter Mondale, and the Mexican Foreign Minister. The meeting was held in the Cancun Mexico Hotel conference room and was attended by representatives of all 20 countries and a few observers from the U.S. Department of State and the Mexican government.

Reagan also said that after five seconds after the hung up because he was sure that he had hung up on someone else, a woman told him: "You got everybody now." Michael Reagan, the exchange's senior vice president, said that about eight people were in the building and that they were immediately ordered out. There was no panic or trouble. Everything was orderly, he said.

MUSK "RICH AND FAMOUS" DAVID SELBY HARRIET LEACH

"I firmly believe that the public has a chance to plan, and that they should be heard on this issue," Reagan said.
Is It Too Daring for Philadelphia?  
U. Alumnus Opens Modern Art Gallery

Phoebe Mann, a prestigious art collector in Philadelphia, introduced him. And something more..." such as to the diversity, played a role in the gallery."

Penny is a pre-professional machine. The people who have intellectual interests are diffused into that machine."

"Why do the heathen rage?"

"He wandered 10 open with a big splash. I think that would be cheating," he said with a shrug. "But obviously, I'm going to get to know a lot of people there."

"That was operating on intuition," Sorenson said of the gallery's opening. "He was thinking, 'Are the) like m-

"I'm going to see a lot of new faces, people who are well known by the public.""
The Next Step: part three

Our President

Gone are the simple days of 20 years ago, when a backyard inventor in Philadelphia asked one ministry and found a fabulous profit. Profited has been named president. Gone, too, are the days of 11 years ago, when the university, then active in research, had been a form of the great universities for the previous 50 years. Yet, the university, not yet a great university, was awakened one morning.

The book on populism and progressivism was published by Mr. Hackney. The company had been producing and distributing infant nutritional formulas for the third World for 20 years. The company had also been publishing by such respected organizations in the medical community, such as the American Medical Association, National Council of Churches. All organizaisions wish to terminate this kind of band has been organized into a unified effort under INFAC.

Mr. Hackney has charged that the lack of responsiveness to such threats are symptomatic of the third World's 

Consumer's Board

The Daily Pennsylvania

OMHAN

Letters to the Editor

An Abhorrent Display by the UA

To the Editor:

As a representative under the municipal government, I am appalled by the behavior. This is not the way for a business to operate. As the University community is the birth of culture and the spirit of the land, the University of Pennsylvania is the original home of the continental Congress. The above column was written by IKB member Calvin Nix. (The Daily Pennsylvania/Praying for Snow)

Olhan

Caveat Emptor/Penn Consumers Board

The Daily Pennsylvania

The Baby Formula Controversy

To the Editor:

The issue of infant formula is now once again upon us here at the University of Pennsylvania. The issue is not simply a matter of personal interest. We believe that it is a matter of public health and safety.

The Daily Pennsylvania/Praying for Snow

The letters are submitted by one or more of the following:

The above column was written by BLOOM COUNTY/Becker Breathed
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If Looks Could Kill... by Albert Finney

A MICHAEL CRICHTON FILM

LooKer

ALBERT FINNEY

James Coburn, Susan Dey, Leigh Taylor-Young

Produced by Howard Jeffrey. Music by Barry De Vorzon

Written and Directed by Michael Crichton

A LADD COMPANY RELEASE TECHNIKON

Opens Oct. 30th at A Theatre Near You!
—Philippine President—

Whether or not Marcos visits, the anti-Marcos group has planned a Center City demonstration for Satu-
RA, and a press conference will be held in Philadelphia at 11 a.m. today. Wayne Sas
ted Edward Seidman, author of The Political Economy of Marcos Rule, will speak.

Marchman also said a student group plans to lend it-
night. "The man is a torturer on a significant scale," he

Weekend activities centered at the
Marchman also said a student

Tickets Are Still Available

For
Tonight’s Performance
THE MASK & WIG CLUB PRESENTS

BETWEEN THE COVERS

Also—
Come See Us Perform At
The Walnut Mall Cinema
For the Opening Of
AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON
Friday at 5:00 P.M.
Tickets Available At
The Annenberg Box Office
Or On Locust Walk
Student Nights At
310 South Quince
10/23, 10/30,10/31, 11/4, 11/5, 11/6

—Reports—

ticketsnews from page 11

Marcos, not even in the Philippines. It

would have eaten into its government

services. But last night’s national

newspaper, the Philippine Daily News, said that:

"Marcos has military colors and 

promises on a significant scale. This 

played and last night. "The man is a 
torturer on a significant scale," he

said. "We must do better than men in com-

paring the Marcos family to Hitler's."

Marcos and his wife, Imelda, are

We know what we mean

Roy Rogers

Drink up to
Red Roast Beef Sandwiches.
In two delicious sizes.

Roy Rogers

Real Roast Beef Sandwiches.
In two delicious sizes.

Come See Us Perform At
The Walnut Mall Cinema
For the Opening Of
AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON
Friday at 5:00 P.M.
Tickets Available At
The Annenberg Box Office
Or On Locust Walk
Student Nights At
310 South Quince
10/23, 10/30,10/31, 11/4, 11/5, 11/6
**Rain and Protests—**

We've been in business for 32 years selling glass and glassware. We want to keep the price as low as possible. Now on our sale list, better at $4.99:

- **Hurricane Shade**
  - **Reg. $5.75:** Sale $4.31
  - **Reg. $6.50:** Sale $4.88

- **Shade 16**
  - **Reg. $5.75:** Sale $4.31
  - **Reg. $6.50:** Sale $4.88

- **Screwdriver 10 oz. D*$$10.**

Get Set and Save 30%:

A tree in early June, Young, with green apples on it, were starting to bloom. A group of women, carrying bottles and cans, entered the Barn. When questioned, they said they were from a group promoting environmental awareness. They said they were the Pennsylvania Political Union and they were here to protest against the inauguration of Governor Reagan. The Barn manager, a middle-aged woman, said, "This is a private business and we don't allow protests on our premises." The protesters persisted, and the manager eventually agreed to let them remain, provided they stayed quiet and did not disrupt the business. The protesters said they would agree to these terms and began their demonstration.

---

**College Students MAKE YOUR EDUCATION PAY OFF NOW!**

**EARN MORE THAN $850/MONTH DURING YOUR JUNIOR & SENIOR YEARS**

You've put a lot of time and money into your college education, and you want to begin to reap the benefits of your education — before you graduate! The Navy is offering this chance to qualified students who are pursuing a baccalaureate degree. There are several different ways you can make the most of your Navy experience. To qualify, you must be in pursuit of a baccalaureate degree, as a minimum, and must have at least an average (Grade Point Average) of 2.0. The Navy offers a wide range of education opportunities, including scholarships, training programs, and internships. To learn more about the navy's education opportunities, please visit our website at www.navy.mil/education.
Gridders

IfLeavniui from page 12...

The Bucs will be quarterbacked by Mary and Roger at home.

...We get up lots Iss tame...

...we’ll be happen Saturday, though.

Romanic his rosser, heaven’s rookie

...works the right side of the defense...n.

...Kirk McNern)

...in the second half we hustled.

...Yale has an explosive team offensively...

...happened to be a do not...I

...in the middle, Minnesota high school

...and their offense...

...For, as Hall said, ‘Ihey’re the number

...Stroller Hall Auditorium: B-B

...The University Committee on South Africa

...and the Political Committee, Daltons House Council

...Speakers include:

...Prof. Dennis Brutus,

...S. African Poet and Political Activist

When you need $65 fast, you find out who your friends are.
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I've,

 Last October, the Quakers were undersized and outplayed by Penn State, but because of a home-court advantage, great intensity attitude, and above all else, talent, this year, they turned the tables.

 First seeded Karen Neuman Seat Carol Daniels of Penn State, 6-2, 6-2. She was up by a game, 5-1, when Daniels called the match at that point.

 "It was a close game," said Neuman. "She was up by one game in the entire first set and then when we got up 40-0 in the second, she never came back." Daniels said of Neuman, "She's a good player, you have to give her credit."

 "It was a great effort by both players," said Daniels.

 "The second set was the only time when I felt pressure," said Neuman. "I was not getting much points. It took six match points to win one game in the second."

 When asked if she adjusted her game in any way for her Penn State rival, Neuman said, "She was a serve and volleyer. I played her serve. When she went to press, I moved to press her backhand.

 "Cold also reflected upon the fall season. "I'm pleased that I won, but I'm dissatisfied with the fall season. It will be a nine match fall season, meaning schedule. Our victory today proves that we never gave up a good chance in the spring. I hope I can keep up my seeded record (5-0) and keep improving as the season goes on."

 "A great match," said Arama, "the most important point of the season."
Frosh Ready For Millersville St.

As The Line Nears Completion

At Penn, a long time ago, the Quakers went on a 21-game winning streak in football. The streak was broken just last week and now the team is coming off a weekend loss to Millersville and Coach Don Dobbs is ready to change the team.

"Last week, we played very bad," said Coach Dobbs. "We didn't have a normal practice. The team was tired and ready to move on to the next game." The Quakers have had a lot of success with Dobbs, who is in his first season as coach. He has been able to build a team that is ready to go for the next game.

"We've got good backs and we need to get us back to form," said Dobbs. "If the conditions are bad, we'll try to throw away, while the guys are in good condition. We'll let the running play take over." The Quakers will be going against a Millersville attack that has been slowed down by the defense. The Marauders will rely on a mixed bag of tricks, using run and short passes. The key for the Quakers to have their own attack is to get the ball to (hem," Dobbs said. "We've got to go equally between the offense and defense." The Quakers will be victorious in a tight game this week, after dropping one against Millersville last week. "Last week, we played very bad," said Coach Dobbs. "We didn't have a normal practice. The team was tired and ready to move on to the next game." The Quakers have had a lot of success with Dobbs, who is in his first season as coach. He has been able to build a team that is ready to go for the next game.
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Quakers Face Dogfights In Ivy Country

BOOTS: 1st Road Win
On the Line

By KAREN WOODSON

It's a long road up to Yale. But the Pennsylvania team won't see that fact until they're on their way home.

They have gone from last place in the Ivy League standings to second place. And they accomplished that by scoring three goals in the second half on two goals by Matt Grayson.

The Quakers have been in a drought all season. But they are now in a position to make a run at the Ivy League title.

They have scored 21 goals in the last five games and 30 this season. They are shooting at 38 percent.

"Change in strategy and personnel has been a plus," head coach John DeSilva said. "We needed to bring in some fresh blood. We went with a more physical approach." The Quakers have been a little too physical in the past.

We're going to make up for it next year because we're going to have more experience.

But for this season, we need to be more patient and less physical. We need to be able to move the ball more quickly.

The game is not over until the whistle blows, and we're going to make sure that happens.

The Quakers have been on a roll lately, and they're looking to continue the momentum.

That's why we need to keep working hard and improving our game. We have a lot to learn, but we're excited to be back in the hunt for the Ivy League title.

We have a lot of chemistry on this team, and we're looking forward to the rest of the season.

The Quakers are in a good position to make a run at the Ivy League title. They have the talent and the experience to pull it off.

But they need to stay focused and continue to work hard. They have a lot to prove in the remaining games.

The Quakers are looking to make a statement in the final games of the season.

They're going to be a tough team to beat.
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